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Abstract — Blood pressure self-measurement requires the patient to follow a range of recommendations in order to be considered valid for diagnostic use. We investigated how a lightweight and context-aware system designed for sensing and correcting incorrect usage of home blood pressure self-measurement devices was perceived by a group of four patients. We found that using a context-aware system for improving adherence is feasible for overcoming the challenges related to moving from the supervised clinical setting to the unsupervised home setting. We also found that patients are willing to accept more advanced monitoring systems and increased surveillance, as long as it is only used during self-measurement periods and is proportional to the severity of the disease.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Blood pressure self-measurement (BPSM) is used in the diagnosis and monitoring of hypertensive patients and other chronic patient groups [1]. BPSM requires the patient to follow a range of recommendations in order to be considered valid for diagnostic use and provide unbiased results [2]. These recommendations include that the patient must be correctly seated, rested for five minutes, not moving or talking, and in a quiet environment before and during measurements [1-3]. However, current state-of-the-art blood pressure (BP) devices cannot verify whether the patient complies or not, and the majority of patients using BPSM do not know of, or do not follow, these recommendations [3]. Previous studies have shown that context-aware technology can be used for detecting operator-error when using a device in the unsupervised setting [4-7]. However, these solutions were designed using intelligent furniture which may not be feasible for everyday use in the general practice clinic as a lend-home service to patients for self-monitoring purposes. As an alternative, we suggest constructing a lightweight system relying on sensor fusion to model the user’s context before and during measurements. Such a system should be able to verify whether important context factors of the patient meet the given recommendations, as well as provide the user with interactive and context-aware feedback.

The aim of this study was to investigate how self-care patients would perceive increased surveillance in their home in the shape of a context-aware system. To this purpose, we developed the research prototype BP@Home and evaluated it qualitatively with four hypertensive patients in their home setting.

II. METHODS AND MATERIALS

A. BP@Home research prototype

The BP@Home system uses rule based logic to detect whether the patient observes the recommended rest time, refrains from moving excessively, and is in a quiet surrounding while self-measuring. This is done using two passive infrared movement sensors (Panasonic motion sensor AMN21111) and a microphone-based sensor for measuring the sound level. This approach has previously been described in detail and validated in a laboratory study [8]. BP@Home guides the patient using context-aware aids to correct any non-adherent behavior in order to obtain the most valid BP values, while registering the actual context of the patient, and providing context-tagging of the healthcare data. The system (figure 1) is based on a Continua certified IEEE 11073 compliant BP device (A&D Medical, UA-767PBT-C) with a Bluetooth interface a custom-build sensor box consisting of a wireless sensor node (Shimmer), with the three sensors, and a tablet computer for user interface (Samsung Galaxy II).

Figure 1. The solution consists of the A&D blood pressure device, shown on top of the wireless sensor box (above), as well as the Samsung Android tablet computer running the BP@Home application (below).
The tablet computer communicates with a central database server called Net4Care using the 3G interface of the tablet computer. Net4Care is a tentative implementation for the national Danish healthcare infrastructure for exchanging biomedical data. The sensor box contains a sound sensor and two infrared movement sensors adapted for an embedded device with a wireless interface for tablet communication. The tablet guides the patient through the self-measurement process (see figure 2).

After the user presses “Start”, a countdown period of 5 minutes is initiated ensuring that the patient observes the five minutes rest period (see figure 3). During the rest period the sensor box senses the context and relays the information to the tablet application. The tablet application shows the accumulated ambient sound and movement levels in two process bars as contextual feedback to the patient.

The BP@Home application is designed to support switching between two different modes of operation representing different levels of patient guidance. The first mode does not guide the user actively, but only records the level of adherence for later verification, while the other mode guides the patient actively. The first mode can then be used during the first three days of self-measurement. Then, BP@home automatically switches to the second mode for the remaining three days, allowing the user to act as self-control.

The study is part of the UNIK partnership project Connect2Care and funded by the Danish Agency for Science, Technology and Innovation, Central Denmark Region, and Region of Southern Denmark.
B. Methods

The BP@Home application was developed following a participatory design approach employing the Adherence Strategy Engineering Framework (ASEF) as the primary design method [7]. Both healthcare professionals and hypertensive patients were involved in the design of the research prototype.

Initially, three semi-structured interviews with three general practitioners (GP) and two nurses, at three general practice clinics were done as a preliminary investigation of state-of-the-art methods and devices currently used for BPMS in the clinical praxis. We wanted to learn which information the patient receives when the home BP measurement device is sent home with the patient, and how GPs evaluate the BP values when the patient returns with the device. Furthermore, the initial prototype was introduced to the GPs and staff members to get their feedback as input for the participatory design process.

Following this, an open-ended interview with a 64 year old male patient utilizing a home measurement device was performed to investigate the patient’s perspective on home BPMS. The interview occurred in the home of the patient, enabling him to show how and in which physical context the measurements are done. Furthermore, we observed a self-measurement procedure performed by the patient.

We then invited a focus group of five hypertensive senior citizens to a design workshop for a discussion of home monitoring and self-care in general, and BP measurement in particular, and for finalizing the design of the suggested solution.

Following this, four members of the focus group accepted to evaluate the prototype during a six day home measurement evaluation trial. Semi-structured individual interviews were performed before onset of the field trials, and as follow-up interviews.

III. RESULTS

We identified the following themes emerging from our design workshop and interview sessions, including before and after the four six day field trials.

A. Previous experiences with self-care technology

The four participants all stated to have previously used a BP device provided by their GP at home. Thus, they were already familiar with the concepts of self-care and self-measuring at home. They all found it very useful to be able to monitor their health and follow the progression of their BP. The test subjects all have access to and own a computer, which is “used on a daily basis” or “frequently”, including for emails, online banking, and more. One participant frequently experienced a high level of white coat effect [1-4] when being measured at the clinic, and even previous self-monitoring in the home setting was perceived as stressful.

B. Perceived benefits of self-care technology

The participants found self-care technology to be a suitable supplement or even alternative to visiting the GP. Two of the participants talked of the benefits of getting a regular status of the disease progression, while all participants found it would be beneficial if visits to the GP’s office could become less frequent or even avoided all together. Saving a trip to the doctor was perceived as an important step towards not becoming stigmatized by their chronic diseases, feeling less as a patient, and more as an empowered individual.

C. Proportionality of surveillance vs. increased adherence

All test participants initially found that it was fully acceptable if a device corrected them during self-measurement in case of operator error. Provided that the aim of the surveillance effort was to achieve increased adherence and higher data quality, and that the device would be able to pinpoint the reason for the error and instruct them how to act instead. The participants felt more secure with a system monitoring their adherence levels. However, the surveillance should only be active during measurements. Specifically, the participants pointed out that they did not want to be video monitored at any time. However, recording audio and movement levels was perceived as acceptable. Furthermore, the level of surveillance should be proportional to the disease. As two of the participants speculated; patients who are only suffering from hypertension might not advocate full surveillance. While in the case of other and more severe conditions, increased surveillance might be justifiable and even desirable.

D. My home is not the clinic

Neither of the participants felt the introduction of more self-care technology in the home setting to be an increased invasion-of-privacy. However, it was underlined that technology should be small and storable, in a closet, a drawer, or similar, so it would be easy to hide away when having visitors, as well as when travelling or visiting friends. The participants in general did not like to get reminded of their disease, and did not want to display their disease to others through technology. Again, the severity of the disease vs. the level of technology intervention and adherence strategy used should at all times be proportional.

E. Using a tablet computer as interface

The participants were generally very pleased with the tablet computer as a user interface. One participant who experienced initial technical problems still found it usable and relevant. The ability to follow the progression of the BP, including retrieving previous measurements was found very usable. It was however pointed out, that the sensor box should be an integral part of either the tablet or the BP device and not a separate device.
IV. DISCUSSION

We found that the participants were willing to accept more advanced monitoring systems and increased surveillance, as long as they are only used during self-measurement periods and that the surveillance levels are proportional to the severity of the disease. Thus, we suggest that introducing increased context awareness in the shape of adherence verifiers and aids should be considered to augment existing self-care systems and devices. This is in line with previous work in the area [11].

Several related studies have investigated challenges related to BPSM in the home setting. These studies investigated the ability of the patients to correctly report the self-measured data, and found that 16-50% of all reported data contained errors [12-15]. However, none of the four studies investigated patient adherence to recommendations, but only focused on the accuracy of self-reporting. Two recent studies have investigated self-measurement in the hospital outpatient setting for both pregnant women [16] and renal disease patients [17]. Both studies found that unsupervised measurements are subject to critical bias significantly reducing the data quality. An additional two studies have investigated the potential for using context-aware sensors for guiding patients during 24 hour ambulatory BP measurement [18,19]. However, these studies were never tested in the field with patients.

Thus, in order to further investigate these topics we suggest planning a randomized clinical trial in the home setting with a sufficient patient cohort in order to conclude whether our approach is a reliable method as compared to BPSM.

V. CONCLUSION

We found it feasible to use a context-aware system for improving self-measurement adherence and overcoming the challenges related to moving from the supervised clinical setting to the unsupervised home setting. Also, we found that the interviewed patients were willing to accept more advanced monitoring systems and increased surveillance, as long as it is only used during self-measurement periods and is proportional to the severity of the disease.
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